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Abstract

In this paper, a general and detailed study of linear stability of Runge–Kutta–Nyström (RKN) methods is given.
In the case that arbitrarily stiff problems are integrated, we establish a condition that RKN methods must satisfy so
that a uniform bound for stability can be achieved. This condition is not satisfied by any method in the literature.
Therefore, a stable method is constructed and some numerical comparisons are made.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Preliminaries

We are concerned with the study of the behaviour of the numerical solution obtained when integrating,
with a Runge–Kutta–Nyström (RKN) method, the second-order ordinary differential system

U ′′(t) = −B2U(t) + f (t),
U(0) = u0,
U ′(0) = v0, (1)

where B is a given symmetric positive definite matrix of order m�1 and U(t), f (t), u0, v0 ∈ Cm. These
problems arise, for example, after the spatial discretization of second order in time partial differential
equations. When the spatial discretization is refined, the value of m increases and the problem becomes
arbitrarily stiff. A similar study for the numerical solution of first-order problems with one step and
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multistep numerical methods has been widely carried out in the literature (see for example [3,7], the
recent paper [6] and the references therein).

The natural norm for the study of the well-posedness of (1) is the energy norm, given by

‖[U(t), U ′(t)]T‖2
B = ‖BU(t)‖2

2 + ‖U ′(t)‖2
2,

where ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean norm in Rm. The use of this norm will be crucial for the study of the stability
of the numerical solution obtained with a RKN method, which is given by the Butcher array

c A

�T

bT

with c = [c1, . . . , cs]T, � = [�1, . . . , �s]T, b = [b1, . . . , bs]T vectors of length s and A = [aij ] an s × s

matrix. We also denote e = [1, . . . , 1]T, cj = [cj
1, . . . , c

j
s ]T for j �1.

We then solve (1) numerically with this RKN method using a time step size k > 0. If n > 0, we denote
by un and vn the numerical approximations to U(tn) and U ′(tn) at tn = kn. We obtain

[Bun, vn]T = R(kB)n[Bu0, v0]T + [f 1
n , f 2

n ]T, (2)

where f 1
n , f 2

n depend on the source term f (t), the coefficients of the RKN method and the matrix B. For
��0, the matrix R(�) is given by

R(�) =
[
r11(�) r12(�)
r21(�) r22(�)

]
(3)

with

r11(�) = 1 − �2�T(I + �2A)−1e, r12(�) = �[1 − �2�T(I + �2A)−1c],
r21(�) = −�bT(I + �2A)−1e, r22(�) = 1 − �2bT(I + �2A)−1c. (4)

From these formulas, we can define the matrix R(kB) used in (2) by means of

r11(kB) = I − (�T ⊗ k2B2)(I ⊗ I + A ⊗ k2B2)−1(e ⊗ I ),

r12(kB) = kB[I − (�T ⊗ k2B2)(I ⊗ I + A ⊗ k2B2)−1(c ⊗ I )],
r21(kB) = −(bT ⊗ kB)(I ⊗ I + A ⊗ k2B2)−1(e ⊗ I ),

r22(kB) = I − (bT ⊗ k2B2)(I ⊗ I + A ⊗ k2B2)−1(c ⊗ I ),

where I and I are, respectively, the m×m and s×s identity matrix, and ⊗ is the symbol for the Kronecker
product of matrices.

Let us suppose that we approximate the initial values u0 and v0 with the values ũ0 and ṽ0, and we
denote by ũn and ṽn the numerical solution obtained in this way. Since un, vn and ũn, ṽn satisfy (2),

‖[ũn − un, ṽn − vn]T‖B �‖R(kB)n‖2‖[ũ0 − u0, ṽ0 − v0]T‖B . (5)

From (5), the proof of stability when integrating an equation like (1) with a RKN method is related to
the boundedness of the powers ‖R(kB)n‖2 for n�0. Since we assume that B is symmetric and positive
definite, B is normal so that this well-known spectral result applies

‖R(kB)n‖2 � sup
�∈�(kB)

‖R(�)n‖2, (6)
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where �(kB) is the spectrum of the matrix kB. (For the case when B is not normal, see [2] for a similar
result to (6), but considering the numerical range instead of the spectrum.)

In the literature about stability for RKN methods, the boundedness of the second term in (6) is related to
a certain interval of stability. However, the authors do not coincide in some definitions and nomenclature,
although all of them have the same ideas in common. Therefore, we state in this paper the suitable
definitions for our work. Let �(R(�)) be the spectrum of (3) and �(R(�)) be its spectral radio. We remember
that two squared matrices A and B of the same dimension are similar when there is a nonsingular matrix
P such that A=P −1BP (see e.g. [5]). We also say that a matrix is simple when it is similar to a diagonal
matrix.

Definition 1. The intervalC=[0, �stab) is the interval of stability of the RKN method if �stab ∈ R+∪{+∞}
is the highest value such that

C ⊂ {� ∈ R+ ∪ {0}/�(R(�))�1 and R(�) is simple when �(R(�)) = 1}.
We will say that the RKN method is R-stable if C = R+ ∪ {0}.
Definition 2. The interval C∗ = [0, �per) is the interval of periodicity of the RKN method if �per ∈
R+ ∪ {+∞} is the highest value such that

C∗ ⊂ {� ∈ R+ ∪ {0}/R(�) is simple and for all � ∈ �(R(�)), |�| = 1}.
We will say that the RKN method is P-stable if C∗ = R+ ∪ {0}.
Remark 3. The definitions of periodicity and stability intervals which can be found in the literature (see
e.g. [1,4,9–13]) are given in terms of another stability matrix R̃(kB) obtained from the recurrence relation

[un, kvn]T = R̃(kB)n[u0, kv0]T + [f̃ 1
n , f̃ 2

n ]T

which is similar to (2). It is straightforward to deduce that

R̃(kB) =
[
(kB)−1 0

0 I

]
R(kB)

[
kB 0
0 I

]
=
[

r11(kB) (kB)−1r12(kB)

kBr21(kB) r22(kB)

]
.

Therefore, both matrices R(kB) and R̃(kB) are similar and the previous definitions do not depend on the
choice since both matrices have the same spectrum.

However, the norms ‖R(kB)n‖2 and ‖R̃(kB)n‖2, that we need in the proofs of stability in Section 2,
are very distinct. Notice that the use of the energy norm is more natural because it depends on the problem
(1) but it is independent on the numerical time discretization and the energy norm is the suitable choice
to study the well posedness of the differential problem (1).

Remark 4. The definitions of periodicity and stability intervals in the literature are slightly different
to our previous definitions. The main difference is that we permit the case of 1 or −1 being double
eigenvalues of R(�) but requiring that R(�) is a simple matrix. This condition is sufficient for the proof
of the stability, i.e. the boundedness of ‖R(kB)n‖2 for n�0, in the following section. For example, our
definition of R-stability is not equivalent to the one given in [11], but an R-stable method following [11]
is R-stable according to our definition because [11] do not include the case of double eigenvalues on the
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unit disk. The R-stability is nice if (1) is very stiff, for example, for spatial discretizations of some partial
differential equations.

On the other hand, our definition of P-stability is not equivalent to the one given in [4,11], but a P-stable
method according to our definition is P-stable following [4,11] because they include the case of +1 or
−1 being double eigenvalues without R(±1) being simple. The concept of P-stability is suitable for very
stiff problems in which we want the numerical solution not to be dissipative.

It is plain that, from our definitions, any P-stable method is also R-stable because C∗ ⊆ C. A crucial
practical difference between R-stability and P-stability is that, for P-stable methods, it is not possible that
R(�)n → 0 as n → ∞ for � ∈ C∗ because �(R(�))= 1. Therefore, for P-stable methods the initial errors
do not diminish when the numerical approximation progresses in time.

It is natural to consider the previous definitions of stability because the asymptotic behaviour of R(�)n

is governed by the spectral radio �(R(�)). When the matrix R(�) is normal, �(R(�))=‖R(�)‖2 and, since
�(B) is contained in a closed subinterval of R+, taking the time step size k small enough in order that
�(kB) ⊂ C,

‖R(kB)n‖2 � sup
�∈�(kB)

‖R(�)n‖2 � sup
�∈C

‖R(�)n‖2 � sup
�∈C

‖R(�)‖n
2 = sup

�∈C
�(R(�))n�1

and we have stability. However, in the case of a nonnormal matrix R(�), we have �(R(�)) < ‖R(�)‖2, and
the difference between �(R(�)) and ‖R(�)‖2 can be arbitrarily large (we have found that R(�) is always
nonnormal for the RKN methods in the literature except for RKN derived from RK methods, see Remark
9 at the end of the following section).

The case of R- and P-stable methods is particularly interesting for very stiff problems, but it is necessary
to bound uniformly the second term in (6) in an infinite interval. In fact, we have checked in the literature
and we have not found any P- or R-stable RKN method satisfying a uniform bound of this second term.
Therefore, we can deduce that actually there are no known stable RKN methods for very stiff problems.
Our main contribution is a necessary and sufficient condition guaranteeing that the second term in (6) is
uniformly bounded for � ∈ C= R+ ∪ {0} and, therefore, the RKN method is stable, even when we apply
it to an arbitrarily stiff problem. For this we impose a simple algebraic condition on the coefficients of
the RKN method which can be used in practice to obtain a stable RKN method.

We now briefly give an outline of the rest of the paper. In Section 2, we state the results on stability.
In the case of an infinite interval of stability, we obtain the necessary and sufficient condition in order to
have a stable method. Since this condition is not satisfied by the methods in the literature, we construct in
Section 3 a fourth-order SDIRKN method of four stages satisfying this condition. In Section 4 we present
some numerical experiments showing the advantages of this method.

2. Theoretical results

In this section, we use the complex Schur decomposition [5] of the 2 × 2 matrix R(�), given by (3).
We know there exists a unitary basis change Q(�) such that

R(�) = Q(�)

(
�1(�) �(�)

0 �2(�)

)
QH(�). (7)

Obviously, here �1(�) and �2(�) are the eigenvalues of R(�).
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After introducing this notation, we can state the following theorem, which assures stability.

Theorem 5. Let us assume the following hypotheses:

(i) |�(�)|�K for every � ∈ C for a certain constant K > 0.
(ii) There exists a value �̄ ∈ R such that R(�̄) does not have double eigenvalues.

Then, for every compact interval Ī ⊂ C there exists a constant C(Ī ) such that

‖Rn(�)‖2 �C(Ī ), n ∈ N, � ∈ Ī ⊂ C.

Besides, a constant C is valid for every � ∈ C if R(�stab) is simple.

Proof. Let us first assume that � ∈ C is such that �1(�) = �2(�) = �(�). Notice that the values of � which
lead to double eigenvalues of R(�) are either all the real axis or just a finite number. This is due to the
form of R(�), which implies that the double eigenvalues come from the annihilation of the discriminant
of a second-degree equation. This discriminant depends on the elements of R(�) and therefore it is a
certain rational expression. (This one vanishes when the numerator, which is a polynomial expression
on �, vanishes.) From here, using (ii), just for a finite number of values of �, the eigenvalues are double.
Because of this, in case R(�) is not simple, as this implies |�(�)| < 1, there exists a constant N < 1 such
that |�(�)| < N < 1 for every � under this situation. Besides,

R(�)n = Q(�)

(
�n(�) n�(�)n−1�(�)

0 �n(�)

)
QH(�) := Q(�)Sn(�)Q

H(�).

Then, ‖R(�)n‖2 =‖Sn(�)‖2 �
√‖Sn(�)‖1‖Sn(�)‖∞=|�(�)|n−1[|�(�)|+n|�(�)|]�Nn−1[N +nK], which

tends to zero when n → ∞ and therefore is bounded. In case R(�) is simple, R(�)=�(�)I , so ‖Rn(�)‖2 =
|�(�)|n�1.

On the other hand, let us assume now that �1(�) �= �2(�). Let us use the notation

sn(�) =
n−1∑
j=0

�
j
1(�)�

n−1−j
2 (�) = �n

1(�) − �n
2(�)

�1(�) − �2(�)
. (8)

Then,

R(�)n = Q(�)

(
�n

1(�) sn(�)�(�)
0 �n

2(�)

)
QH(�)

and using that for � ∈ C, |�1(�)|, |�2(�)|�1, it happens that ‖R(�)n‖2 �1 + |sn(�)�(�)|. Therefore,
to get the result, we just need to bound |sn(�)�(�)| uniformly on � ∈ Ī ⊂ C and n ∈ N. As there
is only a finite number of values of � ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (�1, ..., �J ) for which �1(�) = �2(�), there exists a
small value � such that |�1(�) − �2(�)| > � except small subintervals of �j (1�j �J ), which we will
denote by Ij (1�j �J ). Besides, these subintervals can be chosen such that, for � ∈ ⋃J

j=1{Ij\�j },
either |�i(�)| < M < 1(i = 1, 2) (which happens near double eigenvalues of modulus less than one) or
the eigenvectors pi(�) (i = 1, 2) of unit modulus corresponding to their diagonallization are far enough
from each other, so that |〈p1(�), p2(�)〉|�L < 1 (which happens near double eigenvalues of unit modulus
because of continuity and the definition of C).
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In case |�1(�) − �2(�)| > �, as |�n
1(�) − �n

2(�)|�2, using (i) and (8),

|sn(�)�(�)|� 2K

�
.

In case |�i(�)| < M < 1 (i = 1, 2), using (i) and (8) again,

|sn(�)�(�)|�KnMn−1.

As this tends to zero when n → ∞, the searched bound is found.
In case |〈p1(�), p2(�)〉|�L < 1, let us consider the QR factorization [5] of the change of basis P(�) =

[p1(�), p2(�)] = Q̄(�)R̄(�). Then,

R(�) = Q̄(�)R̄(�)

(
�1(�) 0

0 �2(�)

)
R̄(�)−1Q̄(�)−1,

where R̄(�) = (r̄ij (�)) is an upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements and Q̄(�) is unitary.
By making the calculations, it turns out that

R(�) = Q̄(�)

(
�1(�) (�2(�) − �1(�))

r̄12(�)

r̄22(�)
0 �2(�)

)
Q̄(�)−1.

Comparing this with the Schur decomposition (7), it turns out that the central matrices in the right-hand
sides are unitarily similar. Therefore,

|�(�)| = |(�2(�) − �1(�))r̄12(�)/r̄22(�)|. (9)

Now, by definition of QR factorization, taking into account that the eigenvectors [p1(�), p2(�)] have been
chosen of unit modulus, it happens that

|r̄12(�)| = |〈p2(�), p1(�)〉|, |r̄22(�)| =
√

1 − |〈p2(�), p1(�)〉|2.

Finally, as there exists a constant CL such that |x|/√1 − |x|2 �CL if |x| < L < 1, and using again |�n
1(�)−

�n
2(�)|�2, (8) and (9),

|sn(�)�(�)| = |�n
1(�) − �n

2(�)|
|r̄12(�)|
|r̄22(�)| �2CL.

Therefore, the result follows and it is obvious, from the proof, that Ī can be substituted by C when R(�stab)

is simple. �

When (1) is not stiff or it is moderately stiff, it is possible to consider RKN methods with a finite
interval of stability, for example an explicit method [8]. In this case we can apply the following result.

Corollary 6. When the method has a finite interval of stability, hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 5 is satisfied
and �(A) ∩ (−∞, −1/�2

stab] = �, stability follows whenever �(kB) ⊂ C.

Proof. Because of the hypothesis on �(A), (I+�2A)−1 is uniformly bounded onC, and therefore, as this
is finite, the same happens with the rational expressions rij (�) (4). Then, ‖R(�)‖2 is uniformly bounded.
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From here, considering the Schur decomposition (7), which leaves the norm invariant, hypothesis (i) of
Theorem 5 is satisfied. As there always exists a compact interval Ī such that �(kB) ⊂ Ī ⊂ C, the corollary
follows. �

In many problems, (1) will be so stiff that infinite stability intervals will be required. In order to construct
methods for which hypothesis (i) of the previous theorem is satisfied independently of the size of C, we
state the following.

Theorem 7. Let us assume that the method is R-stable and �(A) ∩ (−∞, 0] = �. Then, the term �(�)
in the Schur decomposition (7) is uniformly bounded for every � ∈ C if and only if the coefficients of the
method satisfy

�TA−1c = 1. (10)

Proof. Notice that, as the method is R-stable, ‖R(�)‖2 is uniformly bounded on C if and only if |�(�)|
also is (just take into account again that the Schur decomposition leaves the norm invariant). Notice also
that, because of the assumption on A, r11(�), r21(�) and r22(�) are rational expressions where the degree
of the numerator is less than or equal to that of the denominator (see [12, Lemma 4.1]) and, besides, the
denominator does not vanish on the whole interval. This implies that these expressions are uniformly
bounded on the whole interval. As for r12(�), it behaves as �(1 − �TA−1c) when � → ∞. Therefore, the
former does happen only when condition (10) is satisfied. �

Notice that, under condition (10), R(∞) is diagonal. As a result, in Theorem 5, a constant C can be
chosen which is valid for every � ∈ C. Then, from the previous theorems, the following result is true.

Corollary 8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7, condition (10) and hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 5, the
following stability bound is true, where C is independent of the size of �(kB),

‖R(kB)n‖2 �C, n ∈ N.

Besides, it is not possible to get this result if (10) is not satisfied.

Remark 9. In case the RKN method comes from a RK one (with stability function r)

R(kB) = r

(
0 kB

−kB 0

)
:= r(kB̃).

Since we suppose that B is symmetric and positive definite, B̃ is normal, and therefore, stability follows
according to the theory for RK methods in the appropriate region of stability. Notice that, accordingly,
stability also follows from the previous results taking into account that, for those methods, �T=b̄TĀ,A=
Ā

2, where b̄, Ā are the coefficients of the RK method. Then,

�TA−1c = b̄TĀ(Ā)−2c = b̄TĀ
−1

c = b̄Te = 1.

Here we have used that RK methods are always constructed under the condition Āe=c. The last equality
is just due to consistency.
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3. Construction of a stable RKN method for stiff problems

Since we do not know any RKN method in the literature satisfying (10), in this section we deal with
the construction of a RKN method with this condition. We consider the case of SDIRKN methods which
have all the diagonal elements of A equal to a number �. We concentrate on P-stable RKN methods
because, as we have said in the preliminaries, the initial errors do not diminish with these methods when
the computation progresses and therefore, stability is essential.

The construction of P- and R-stable SDIRKN methods is the subject of the Refs. [4,10–12]. The cases
studied in [11] are third-order methods with s = 2 stages and fourth-order methods with s = 3 stages,
assuming that the stage order of the method is 2, i.e. the condition Ae = 1

2 c2 is satisfied. However,
we have not obtained P-stable methods satisfying (10) with these assumptions (there exists an R-stable
method for s = 2 stages).

Therefore, we consider the case of P-stable SDIRKN methods with s = 4 stages, the case studied in
[4]. In this paper, the authors derive P-stable SDIRKN methods without imposing that the stage order
is 2, but considering several conditions such as the method is symmetric, symplectic or dispersive of a
certain order. We concentrate on the case of symplectic and symmetric fourth-order methods. With the
previous notation, the coefficients satisfy the conditions of symplecticness

�i = bi(1 − ci), i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
aij = bj (ci − cj ), i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, i > j

and the conditions of symmetry

b1 = b4, b2 = b3, c1 + c4 = 1, c2 + c3 = 1.

Under these assumptions, the fourth-order conditions are

bTe = 1, bTc2 = 1
3 , bTAe = 1

6 .

As in [5], writing the nodes in the form

c1 = 1
2 − �, c2 = 1

2 − �, c3 = 1
2 + �, c4 = 1

2 + �,

we obtain

b1 = 12�2 − 1

24(�2 − �2)
, b2 = 1 − 12�2

24(�2 − �2)
, � = 1

6
− 4�b1b2 − 2�b2

2 − 2�b2
1.

Now, by imposing dispersion of order six, the free parameters � and � satisfy

1

360
− �

6
+ �2 = Q(�, �)

6912(� + �)3(� − �)
(11)

with

Q(�, �) = (12�2 − 1)(12�2 − 1)(24��2 + 24��2 − 24�� − 12�2 + 2� + 2� − 1).

In [4], the authors select the values � = −0.45515766756706 and � = 0.8 in order to obtain a P-stable
method such that the truncation error is small. For this method, we have 1 − �TA−1c � 0.084728, so
(10) is not satisfied.
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Fig. 1. Values of � and � for which the Eqs. (10) and (11), displayed respectively, as a continuous and a dash-dotted curve, are
satisfied. The point marked with an ◦ is the point selected by us.
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Fig. 2. Graphics of r21(�) for the stable method constructed in this paper (continuous line), and the method constructed by Franco
et al. [4] (dashed line).

On the other hand, by imposing (10) we obtain another relation between the free parameters � and �
and we have a system of two nonlinear equations in these unknowns. We show in Fig. 1 the curves of the
values of � and � in the square [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] satisfying (10) and (11). There exist several points in
the intersection of the curves (however, not all of them correspond to P-stable methods). In particular, we
have checked that the point given by the values �=−0.4569794733108003 and �=0.8176615502464265
is in this intersection and, moreover, the corresponding method is P-stable. Since these values are very
close to the values selected in [4], the truncation error constants are also small. However, the behaviour
of the element r12(�) of the matrix R(�) is completely different for large values of � because, as � → ∞,
r12(�) → 0 for our choice and r12(�) → ∞ for the choice in [4] (see Fig. 2).
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Table 1
Errors for problem 1, with k = 0.05

Local error Solution Derivative Energy norm

FGR(4,6) 4.03917 − 05 2.12370 − 02 2.99519
SRKN 1.62527 − 08 2.25880 − 02 1.51999 − 02
FGR(4,8) 8.76246 − 05 3.15487 − 02 6.49763

Global error for T = 10
FGR(4,6) 6.04291 − 05 5.23759 − 02 5.90964
SRKN 3.81809 − 08 5.71494 − 03 2.78350 − 03
FGR(4,8) 7.67099 − 04 3.75990 − 01 75.0181

4. Numerical experiments

In this section, we show the numerical results obtained with the following methods with classical
order 4.

• FGR(4,6): The SDIRKN method in [4] which is symplectic, symmetric, with dispersion of order six
and with 1 − �TA−1c � 0.084728.

• SRKN: The SDIRKN method obtained in Section 3, which is stable, symplectic, symmetric, with
dispersion of order six and with 1 − �TA−1c = 0.

• FGR(4,8): The SDIRKN method in [4] which is symplectic, nonsymmetric, with dispersion of order
eight and with 1 − �TA−1c � 0.183651.

All these methods are P-stable according to our definition and to the definitions of P-stability of Franco
et al. and Sharp et al. [4,11] because the eigenvalues of R(�) for � > 0 are always complex, distinct and
of modulus 1. Therefore the periodicity and stability intervals for all of them is C = C∗ = [0, +∞).

We have solved three problems, in order to include different situations that can appear in practice. When
the solutions for all these problems are chosen such that they have no component in the stiff part, the
results obtained with FGR(4,6) and SRKN are nearly the same. The difference comes when considering
solutions of the form y1 +y2, where y1 evolves slowly but y2 is a small perturbation in the stiff component
of the problem. We show the results obtained in some tables, which correspond to the local and global
relative errors committed in the solution, its derivative and the relative error measured in the energy norm.

Problem 1 (see Franco et al. [4]).

y′′(t) = −1

2

[
	2 + 1 	2 − 1
	2 − 1 	2 + 1

]
y(t), y(0) = y0, y′(0) = v0.

In our experiments, we have chosen as solution y(t)=y1(t)+y2(t), where y1(t)=[cos(t)+sin(t), − cos(t)
− sin(t)]T and y2 = [10−7(cos(	t) + sin(	t)), 10−7(cos(	t) + sin(	t))]T with 	 = 105.

As we can see in Table 1, both in the local error as in the global error, the errors committed in the
solution are much better with the SRKN method than with the other methods, and the same happens
with the error measured in the energy norm, for which SRKN is clearly stable. The fact that there is less
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Table 2
Errors for problem 2 with k = 0.01 and h = 10−3

Local error Solution Derivative Energy norm

FGR(4,6) 4.87046 − 03 2.36457 − 01 398.211
SRKN 6.33085 − 04 7.09726 − 02 1.51180 − 01
FGR(4,8) 6.41754 − 03 1.08744 862.960

Global error for T = 1
FGR(4,6) 1.07162 − 02 9.41193 − 01 645.477
SRKN 5.17065 − 03 2.19519 − 01 5.36328 − 01
FGR(4,8) 6.04834 − 02 6.35906 6883.67

difference in the results for the derivative comes from the main influence of r12 on the solution, and not
on the derivative; in fact, in the local error, r12 does not have influence at all. Notice also that FGR(4,8)
gives worse results than FGR(4,6). This is because 1−�TA−1c is bigger for the former than for the latter.

Problem 2. The second problem we have considered is the PDE

utt (x, t) = −uxxxx(x, t) + f (x, t), x ∈ 
 = [−1, 1], 0� t �T < ∞,
u(x, t) = g1(t), uxx(x, t) = g2(t), x ∈ �
 = {−1, 1}, 0� t �T < ∞,
u(x, 0) = u0(x), ut (x, 0) = v0(x), x ∈ 


with f (x, t)=(24−4�2(1−x2)2) cos(2�t). In order to compare the methods, we have chosen as solution
u(x, t)=u1(x, t)+u2(x, t), with u1(x, t)=(1−x2)2 cos(2�t) and u2(x, t)=3·10−6 sin(106t) cos(103x).

In this case, we have first made the space discretization of the fourth derivative, for which we have
considered two successive approximations of the second-order derivative by the standard second-order
difference method. As a result, we have obtained a problem like (1), which is arbitrarily stiff when the
spatial discretization is refined.

From the results obtained in Table 2 for the errors corresponding to the space grid with diameter
h = 10−3, we draw the same conclusions as in Problem 1. We just want to point out here that the
advantage of SRKN over FGR(4,6) and FGR(4,8) is stressed when h diminishes. This is logical since the
problem becomes stiffer.

Problem 3. And finally, although the results in this paper just correspond to the linear case, we have
wanted to corroborate numerically what happens in a nonlinear problem. The problem we have solved is
(see [4])

y′′(t) =
[−1 0

0 −	2

]
y(t) + �

[
1
1

]
(‖y(t)‖2

2 + cos2(t) − 1 + ε2(cos2(	t) − 1)),

y(0) = y0, y′(0) = v0.

The experiments have been made with 	 = 105, � = 0.01 and ε = 10−7. We have chosen as solution
y(t) = y1(t) + y2(t), with y1(t) = [sin(t), 0]T and y2(t) = [0, 10−7 sin(	t)]T.
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Table 3
Errors for problem 3 with k = 0.05

Local error Solution Derivative Energy norm

FGR(4,6) 8.49606 − 04 1.02780 − 02 4.24606
SRKN 1.97868 − 06 1.15611 − 02 1.51975 − 02
FGR(4,8) 1.83925 − 03 2.00720 − 02 9.19198

Global error for T = 10
FGR(4,6) 1.53412 − 04 1.42761 − 02 8.34551
SRKN 9.52624 − 08 7.14441 − 04 3.01700 − 03
FGR(4,8) 1.94859 − 03 1.28049 − 01 106.002

The conclusions are the same as in Problems 1 and 2. In Table 3, we see that the local and global errors
obtained with the SRKN method are much smaller than with the other methods, mainly in the solution
and in the energy norm.
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